• 3-pass firebox design with wetback construction
• Low pressure boiler available for 15 psi steam and 30 psi hot water
• Available with NOx reduction technology to 9 ppm
• Superior efficiencies to 84%
• Sizes from 10-100 HP
• Low maintenance
• Compact
Quality
To make the highest quality, most efficient, compact firebox boiler on the market we began with quality-in-design. The tube sheet, furnace, tubes and other critical components of the Arrowhead boiler were designed to exceed the ASME code to guarantee a quality product that will last for decades.

Safety
Packaged boilers are trimmed with necessary safeties and code piping and inspected by authorized, independent code inspectors. We design our Arrowhead boilers to safely deliver low pressure steam and hot water for your specific needs.

Exceptional Value
The Arrowhead boiler is designed to fit through a standard 34” door, reducing expensive installation costs. Maintenance is minimal with our wetback design for demanding load swings and extended life. The Arrowhead also provides you with full and complete access to front and rear tube sheets, so when maintenance is required you can quickly, and easily get to the area needing attention. The Arrowhead boiler is truly an exceptional value.